We are transforming the health care industry by helping doctors better manage their practices, their patients, and their cash flow. Our goal is to bring order to the chaos of the U.S. healthcare system by harnessing the power of the cloud to modernize healthcare. We develop easy to use, ultra powerful, cloud based tools which allow medical professionals to focus on what they do best – treat patients. Our challenge: make this system work, while it’s running! Come help us solve this problem!

athenahealth is no longer a start-up, but that doesn’t mean we can’t act like one. Our team continues to grow at an impressive rate - at least 30% every year since we started. Your future teammates are intellectual, top-notch performers faced with exciting challenges.

PERKS AND CULTURE
• Competitive compensation
• Paid leave sabbaticals
• Merit raises
• Performance bonuses
• Health coverage
• Retirement plan
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP)
• Active recent graduate community
• Employee referral bonus
• Community involvement
• Creative and casual environment
• Teamwork environment

EXAMPLES OF INTERESTING PROJECTS
• Reskin Ninja - Silently revamping the front end design, look, and feel of a 12-yr old set of tightly integrated web applications.
• Security Chameleon - Building an adaptive authentication framework, suitable for supporting large enterprise clients with strong IT departments AND small low-infrastructure clients with no IT Support.
• Forensics Guru – Work on systems which can accurately, continuously, and automatically alert on suspicious user behavior within athena’s set of applications.

CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES:
WWW.ATHENAHEALTH.COM/TECHJOBS

(617) 402-6564 | 11501 Domain Drive, Suite 105 | Austin, TX 78758 | eomeara@athenahealth.com

www.cs.utexas.edu/partners